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Our Poster
65950B's poster is designed to be kid-friendly but setting a point at the same point. We 
tried to add the right amount of aesthetics while keeping it on the point of joining VEX 
robotics. We added a lot of decorations for it to attract young kids. We really want people 
to be inspired by our poster. We hope you enjoy our poster!

The Design Process 
The design process for our process follows the steps of the engineering design process. 
Enjoy!

Ask
First step in the engineering design process is "Ask". That is exactly what Adelyn and I did. 
We asked around the robotics meeting space. We asked the middle school team for some 
ideas. The middle school team have experience with the poster. This is our first year a�er all. 
A�er a couple of minutes asking, we finally decided we could get to work. 

Research
The second step of the engineering design process is "Research" so that is obviously what 
we did. We researched on the guidelines and rules of this online challenge. We got a lot of 
information. We had to check a lot of things!

Plan
Planning is very important. You have to plan the size and everything. Luckily, we had Canva 
to help. They had perfect sizing! It saved us. We immediately started brainstorming. With 
much work and effort we had a few ideas and progressed further into work.

Create
A�er all those steps, we immediately jumped to create our poster. We knew our time was 
short so we got to work very quickly. We made sure the poster was 100% kid-friendly. We 
wanted to attract little kids so they could get a headstart in their robotics career. We 
worked day and night on the poster! We finally settled on a good version of our poster. 



Improve
A�er all those, we come to the last step, IMPROVE. We added aesthetics and just had fun!!! 
We added a BUNCH of stars to. I felt like with a fun poster, kids would want to join! We 
added fun features too! We made a lot of consideration with every edit because we didn't 
want to hide the purpose of the poster. We finally settled on our end result. We really hope 
you enjoy our poster! 


